
Reminder!  The NAAA Convention and Trade Show is 
set for December 9th to 12th at the Silver Legacy Resort 
Casino, Reno, Nevada.  You will not want to miss the Kick 
Off- Breakfast!!!  The speaker is co-pilot Jeff Skiles of the 
infamous US Airways flight 1549 that made a forced landing 
on the Hudson River, Jan 2009.  

Also, mark your calendar for the CAAA Conference in 
Regina, February 20th-22nd, 2014. 

In closing I would like to leave you with a thought… “Roads 
are for cars!! Airports are for planes!!! Accidents always 
happen on roads, but very seldom at an airport”.  The moral 
of this story is DON’T OPERATE AIRCRAFT OFF ROADS! 

Drive safe this winter. 

CAAA 2013  
BoArd Meeting

The CAAA Board will be holding their Fall Board Meeting 
in Ottawa on October 16th – 18th.  They will be meeting with 
representatives from the government.  If you have concerns 
you would like the board to address please send your issues to 
Jill Lane at jill@managewise.ca.  

N a t i o N a l  N e w s l e t t e r

Keep in Touch!
CAAA E-mail: caaa@telusplanet.net 

Home Page: www.CanadianAerialApplicators.com 
Phone: 1-780-413-0078 
Fax: 1-780-413-0076

PRESIDENT’S REPORT

Paul O’Carroll

Vol. 20 No. 3 october 2013

Old Man Winter forced spring to come late this year. This 
delayed the season has once again come to a close, many 
commercial operators report having an average to slow season.

Unfortunately the industry has had its fair share of 
accidents this year, including a fatality in Saskatchewan.  
On behalf of the CAAA, and myself I would like to send 
our deepest sympathy to Lonny’s family and friends.  Our 
thoughts and prayers are with you!! 

In light of this tragedy and the numerous other accidents 
in Saskatchewan this spray season, safety and regulations 
concerns have been raised.  The Board will be meeting with 
Transport Canada in mid-October to review these issues and 
some changes will likely be forthcoming.

Reminder!  Make sure you have all your ducks in a row!!  
I am aware of at least two operators that are preparing/due 
for PVI audits this fall.  Transport has been working with 
us on timing these audits at a more appropriate time...not in 
the middle of our busy season.  As well, we are closer to 
resolving the long-standing issue of overweight exemptions.    

Some of our members have been working with the Phoenix 
Group this summer capturing footage for a new education 
video.  The intention of the video is to promote the benefits of 
aerial application, as well as to inform and educate growers 
and the general public.  

For those of you who have not yet seen the new Disney 
movie “Planes”… it is a must-see!  I attended the opening 
show in Regina.   When leaving the movie theater it was 
apparent by the clamor and chatter of kids, and their parents 
that they were all thrilled with ‘Dusty the Crophopper’.  Even 
though it was not likely the intention of Disney … they did 
an excellent job exciting and education people about Aerial 
Application (Crop Dusting).  

After 28 years, the association is getting a new look!!  
A new logo, to be released soon is intended to promote 
professionalism, as well as portray a fresh new image for 
our industry. 

Inside:
• 2014 Conference Information
• Groups Sue Ottawa over Lack of Review 

for Pesticides Banned in Europe
• Planes Sequel
• CAIR Fall Board Meeting
• Provincial Reports
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may never see so many turbines added to 
the Saskatchewan fleet at once as we did 
this year, but I believe it’s safe to say that 
we’ll continue to see that number grow.

It was a bit of a difficult year around 
the Province for accidents.  Among others, 
there were 4 accidents in one week during 
August, one of which unfortunately led 
to a fatality.  This may be a good time 
to review your safety, training, and 
maintenance programs and see if there is 
anything that can be added to help make 
next year a safer season.

I’d like to invite everyone to the Wings 
of Saskatchewan Conference and Trade 
Show coming up October 23-25 in Regina 
at the Radisson Plaza Hotel Saskatchewan.

Enjoy the rest of the season,

James

MAnitoBA
Mike Alarie

On July 2, 1982, Larry Walters, 
nicknamed “Lawnchair Larry”, decided 
he wanted to see his neighborhood from 
a new perspective. He went down to the 
local army surplus store and bought 42 
used weather balloons. Larry tied the 
helium filled balloons to a lawn chair in 
the backyard of his girlfriend’s house in 
San Pedro, California. With the help of his 
ground crew, Larry then secured himself to 
the chair that was anchored to the bumper 
of a friend’s Jeep by 2 nylon tethers. He 
took along a CB radio, a six-pack of beer, 
a peanut-butter-and-jelly sandwich, and 
a BB gun to shoot the balloons when he 
was ready to descend. His goal was to sail 
across the desert and hopefully make it 
over the Rocky Mountains in a few days. 
But things did not quite work out for Larry.

After his crew purposely cut the first 
tether, the second one snapped, launching 
Larry into the LA sky at over 1,000 feet per 
minute. So fast was his ascent that he lost 

explains that if we are doing our job in a 
safe manner not breaking any laws. Then 
we have a right to do our job and protect the 
crop for the grower. I would recommend 
everyone to get a copy of this for their office 
and study it.  I believe as the general public 
keeps moving out to the acreages that this 
is only going to become a daily occurrence 
if it is not already.

If an operator understands these 
guidelines then you can address the 
complaint with confidence that you know 
that you did nothing wrong. That being said 
you must ensure you do not break any air 
regulations or environmental laws if so you 
have broken the Act itself. So please take 
a very close look if you haven’t done so 
already.  You can find the Act on the AAAA 
website under Members.

Hope to see you all in Red Deer, cheers!

Shaun Kinniburgh

 

SASkAtChewAn
James Pottage

There’s a third of the 2013 crop in the 
bins from where I am checking in from 
Saskatchewan.  The season once again 
started wet and late.  With that said, Mother 
Nature was fairly accommodating for the 
growers around the province.  Moisture 
levels were very good, and sufficient heat 
in August helped bring in the crops.  They’ll 
definitely be some bumper yields around 
this year.

Another spray season is almost in the 
books.  Operators in Saskatchewan saw 
average seasons, with respectable amounts 
of fungicide acres sprayed, but very little 
bugs with the exception of the northern 
portions of Saskatchewan.

There was an influx of turbine aircraft 
into the province this year and by all 
accounts operators who are new to running 
turbines were satisfied with the performance 
and reliability that they tend to offer.  We 

ALBertA
Shaun Kinniburgh 

Well the season is nearing the end and 
most crops are in the bin. Alberta had its 
share of issues this year with the weather. 
Too much rain in some areas and not 
enough in others but all in all it turned out 
to be a fairly decent year for most. Yields 
are good and looks like most farmers are 
happy with what they got.

If you are not aware of the new Alberta 
Aerial Applicators Association website 
www.albertaaerialapplicators.com you 
really need to check it out. The new site 
blows the old one away. It looks great 
and has a lot of information for both the 
members and the public. The new layout 
and information is great. The office is able 
to maintain it thus keeping cost down and 
making it much more user friendly for the 
members. So please check it out and let us 
know what you think.

As for the 4A’s we have a few things 
on our plate for the winter months to take 
care of. Due to the fact that the Directors 
we have are eager and the 4A’s office staff 
is on top of things it will be an easy task. 
The AGM is already planned and ready 
to go for November 4 and 5th at the Red 
Deer Lodge. So please attend to get your 
credits and support our association that has 
done many great things for this industry. 

I have noticed over the last few seasons 
as our industry grows we are receiving 
many more complaints from people who 
are unaware of what we are spraying and 
how we do our job. With the increase of 
acreages and city people moving to the 
country for peace and quiet the complaints 
are changing from drift concerns and 
pesticide use to simply “I don’t like you 
flying near my property”.

One thing many of these people don’t 
know about is the Province of Alberta’s 
“Agricultural Operation Practices Act”, 
which is basically the right to farm. It 

PROVINCIAL REPORTS
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his glasses. For several hours he drifted in the cold air near the Los 
Angeles and Long Beach airports. A TWA pilot first spotted Larry 
and radioed the tower that he was passing a guy in a lawn chair at 
16,000! Larry started shooting at a few balloons to start his descent 
and accidentally dropped the gun. Eventually, the chair drifted 
downward. Upon landing, the ropes became entangled in a power 
line, blacking out an area in Long Beach. Luckily, he was uninjured. 

Soon after he was safely grounded and cited by the police, 
reporters asked him three questions: 

“Were you scared?”    “Yes.”  

“Would you do it again?”  “No. I  wouldn’t  do this  
      for anything!” 

“Why did you do it?”    “Because,” he said, “you can’t  
      just sit there.”  

I would say Larry learnt the effects of a bad decision. To 
understand the effects of a bad decision, it’s important to establish 
what is meant by the term. A bad decision is one in which you 
override your senses and choose an option that, at some level, you 
know you should not. 

The effects of bad decisions will result in anyone or all of 
the following:

• an individual to compromise him/herself; 

• doing what they want at the expense of others;

• learning lessons the hard way;

• financial costs;

• anxiety, distress and guilt;

• and the most insidious and damaging effect can be loss 
of life.

Even one fatality is one too many in our industry. As owners/
operators, we must be mindful of the effects a bad decision can have 
on a company, an employee,  our industry and, especially the family 
of those who are lost. Following proper procedures as prescribed by 
our regulators and industry is for the protection of every stakeholder 
and includes the public at large. 

The following are a few examples of bad decisions made by 
individuals that  have taken place this summer:

• Flying an unregistered aircraft;

• A flying farmer sprays for several days, 285 kms from his 
farm;

• Pilots cutting off other aircraft on a busy aerodrome;

• An experienced pilot pickles a load of chemical on a paved 
ramp at a municipal airport; 

• A flying farmer operating an aircraft with no C of A;

• A medevac pilot operating as a flying farmer, lives in a city 
and does not farm or own any land or livestock;  

• A pilot operating off an unsuitable roadway, resulting in a 
total loss of an aircraft.

• Three accidents in the span of one month culminating with 
the loss of a pilot.

These occurrences are but a few examples of what happens to 
people who make bad decisions. And just like “Lawnchair Larry,” 
one has to ask how and why can an individual be allowed to continue 
operating. With the egregious nature of these events listed above, the 
time has maybe come for some of these bad decision makers to be 
introduced to the consequences of their actions. A passive approach 
to these problems will simply yield the same irresponsible behavior 
and poor judgment.

I feel it necessary to lay out in print and say what I believe the 
majority would say if they were given the forum I am privy to have. 
The CAAA and the provincial associations work hard to convey a 
sense of professionalism in our industry.  It is unfair to have the 
same minority group continue to tarnish this image for the majority 
of its members. 

I do hope this letter will ruffle the feathers of those individuals 
in the minority. I would be doubly concerned if it would have no 
effect at all. It is the interests of the silent majority that needs to be 
protected: the same majority who makes every attempt to operate 
in a safe, legal and responsible manner. 

 I close with a popular tag line I have taken from the Manitoba 
Public Insurance Corporation as it relates to a poor decision maker. 
“Please, Don’t be a Larry!” 

eCC
Paul Zimmer

With the 2013 spray season not quite in the can, it is a little 
early to reflect upon the successes of the season but certainly I 
can offer some perspective on the events to date. 2013 started out 
with great promise. The work was there; in fact we had sufficient 
work lined up to exceed our highest grossing season. Equipment 
wasn’t a problem. We had more than enough helicopters to get 
the job done, although we were plagued with GPS issues, and our 
fair share of mechanical issues. Helicopters have many more parts 
than our fixed wing counterparts that seem to want to fail at the 
most inopportune times. Thankfully we didn’t have any human 
error incidents this year, but as I said the season isn’t over quite 

Continued on page 4
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Safety in the Sky
The office received an email from a 

concerned pilot of a para glider about 
his safety.  After talking to him about 
his experience, I agreed to broadcast 
his concerns as a reminder that we 
share the sky with others and safety is 
important for everyone.  

I would like to report a near miss 
involving a crop duster and a Powered 
Para glider in the hopes of creating 
awareness around how vulnerable 
PPG’s are to aircraft turbulence.

On Saturday August 24 near Busby 
Alberta I was heading southbound at 
about 200 ft. above ground when a 
crop duster who had been spraying 
approximately 3 miles to the west 
decided to come over and have a look 
at me. In doing so he performed a high 
speed high angle turn approximately 
200 feet in front and approximately 40 
ft. above me. When I flew through the 
turbulence created by the aircraft I had 
a partial wing collapse and recovered 
just before crashing into the trees. 
The big risk for PPG pilots having a 
wing collapse is the effect of creating 
slack lines that then get caught in the 
prop causing a full collapse and almost 
certain death at low altitudes.

Please spread the word to your 
association members about the danger of 
a close encounter with Power Para gliders. 

Help create safe flying for everyone.

yet. What seemed to be missing from the 
equation this year was the weather.

Currently we have seven helicopters 
sitting here in the north waiting for the 
frost to shut down our programs, as I see 
little chance of completing them. It is 
September the 10th and we probably have 
another 10 days to get done what we can. 
Fortunately the bush is still pretty green 
because of all the rain we have had and 
the one frost we experienced a few days 
ago was not a killer frost, so plants and 
deciduous trees are still very receptive to 
glyphosate, the most widely used herbicide 
in forestry regeneration.  Another crew in 
New Brunswick is faring no better. Today 
they are flying but they have been idle for 
at least the 7 previous days. If it isn’t wind 
and rain it is rain and wind.

I think all operators in the Eastern 
Chapter of the CAAA could tell you the 
same story.

I would characterize our summer to 
have been cooler than normal and wet, 
very wet. My local weather girl indicated 
on last evenings newscast that with regard 
to temperature, that was not the case, and in 
fact temperatures in S/W Ontario were only 
1 degree below the average this year.  Her 
explanation was that we are comparing this 
year’s temperatures to the temperatures of 
last year’s hotter than normal temperatures.  
Maybe so; but there is no disputing the 
amount of rainfall. Just ask the neighbor 
kid that I pay to cut my grass, sporting a 
new back to school laptop paid for by yours 
truly. The grass was consistently green and 
growing all summer long.

This wet weather did have an effect on all 
programs. Spring programs were delayed as 
well as Ag crop planting. We were a full 7 
to 10 days later starting our corn fungicide 
programs this year meaning those aerial 
application companies that have forestry 
contracts were not able to complete all their 
agricultural acreage commitments before 
heading north.

Yet in the north the conifers are not 
“hardening off”, shutting down for winter 
at their historical calendar dates due to the 

wet weather this year, hot weather last year, 
and other climate related changes that I 
simply don’t understand. Not that long ago 
we were starting our tending programs right 
after Labour Day and now  mid-August is 
the norm leaving a very short window to 
get our work done or get frosted out. As I 
said it looks like we will be getting frosted 
out this year. 

Probably 2 years ago I wrote that 
there may not be any airplanes spraying 
on forestry contracts in Ontario. I was 
subsequently proven wrong that year. This 
year it held true, and for the first time in 
the history of forestry spraying in Ontario 
no airplanes were contracted to carry out 
any herbicide applications on forestry, yet 
many programs were not completed, or 
even started due to weather and operational 
difficulties reducing the amount of available 
helicopters to carry out the work. Only when 
the financial remuneration in Ontario begins 
to close the gap with the Western Provinces 
will we see sufficient qualified and stable 
companies meeting their contractual 
obligations. Forestry companies seem to 
be getting the message and are receptive to 
increasing rates. I just wonder if the aerial 
application companies providing the service 
have got it figured out yet.

I best close this report as I have to return 
to the bush and put my spray pilot pants 
on to try a get a little more done before the 
season ends.  Look forward to meeting up 
with my fellow applicators at some of the 
events over this fall and winter as I will 
not be full time in Costa Rica this winter, 
XY?O#K!,  but that’s another story.

Paul Zimmer

Continued from page 3

CAAA 2014  
MeMBerShip renewALS

Become a part of the solution and support your industry!

The 2014 CAAA Membership renewals will be going out the beginning 
of December.  Please ensure that all information is correct as the information 

posted on your renewal will be the information included in the directory.  If you 
have any changes to your contact information please notify the office at caaa@
telusplanet.net. Membership renewals can be processed online at http://store.

canadianaerialapplicators.com/ starting December 1, 2013.
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Groups Sue Ottawa over Lack of Review for 
Pesticides Banned in Europe

by: bob weber, the Canadian Press 
August 27, 2013

The federal government is facing a series 
of lawsuits over its refusal to review three 
pesticides banned in Europe, as well as its 
delays in deciding what to do about other 
chemicals that those countries consider too 
hazardous to use.

“(Environmental groups) have made 
numerous efforts over the past 10 months to 
have the government comply with its legal 
duty to subject these pesticides to special 
reviews,” said Lara Tessaro of Ecojustice, 
which is representing the David Suzuki 
Foundation and Equiterre.

“The government has now outright 
refused to do that for three pesticides and is 
delaying its decision for 26 more.”

But an industry spokesman said those 
chemicals have been recently and thoroughly 
reviewed and are safe when used properly.

The chemicals include chlorthal-
dimethyl, a possible carcinogen and 
herbicide most commonly used on weeds 
in vegetable operations; trifluralin, a popular 
herbicide on the Prairies that’s highly toxic 
to fish; and trichlorfon, an insecticide 
approved for woodlots, Christmas tree 
plantations and cattle that has been linked 
to human nerve damage.

The chemicals are found in about 700 
commercially available products, said 
Elaine MacDonald, an Ecojustice scientist.

All three have been banned in Europe for 
at least six years.

“There’s no exaggeration to say 
these are risky, dangerous chemicals,” 
MacDonald said.

The lawsuits argue that under federal 
legislation, Health Canada is obliged to 
review any pesticide banned by any country 
belonging to the Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development.

“The purpose of a special review is 
to ensure that Canadians have a right to 
participate in decisions about whether 
those pesticides should stay on the market 
here,” Tessaro said. “There would be an 
automatic right for environmental groups 
and other Canadians to give their views.”

But over the summer, Health Canada’s 
Pest Management Regulatory Agency told 
the environmentalists it would not review 
the three chemicals. It also said it would 
delay action by continuing to study 26 
other chemical pesticides that have been 
banned in Europe.

The agency has told Ecojustice it needs to 
consider the reasons for the European ban.

“In our view, that’s what the review is 
supposed to do,” Tessoro said. “They’re 
substituting a secret, internal review for a 
public one.”

Health Canada reviewed chlorthal-
dimethyl in 2008, before the European ban.

The agency found its risks were acceptable, 
even at levels exceeding those that prompted 
the ban. The Canadian review didn’t include 
water monitoring data, although the chemical 
has been found in ground and surface water.

Quebec has banned that chemical for 
lawns since 2003.

Pierre Patelle, spokesman for pesticide 
industry association Crop Life Canada, 
said the other two chemicals have also been 
reviewed within the last five years.

“As part of that process, Health Canada 
looks at all the available data around the 
world on the active ingredient. Those 
products were evaluated and both were 
found to have acceptable risks.”

“These groups — the answers they got 
were not what they wanted and now they’re 
choosing a costly legal avenue as opposed 
to working with the system that’s there,” 
Patelle said.

That position is echoed in Health Canada 
letters to Ecojustice.

“The very aspects of concern identified in 
the OECD decision were already examined 
in the 2008 ... re-evaluation,” said the letter 
concerning chlorthal-dimethyl.

Health Canada spokesman Sean Upton 
said officials are reviewing the applications 
and will respond within the time frame set 
by the court.

Ecojustice has filed four lawsuits, one for 
each of the refused chemicals and one for 
the 26 delayed chemicals.

Some of the delayed chemicals have 
not been allowed in Europe for nearly a 
decade. They include atrazine, an endocrine 
disruptor linked to human reproductive 
problems.

Patelle said some of the chemicals on 
that list were deregistered in Europe for 
business or other reasons that have nothing 
to do with safety.

MacDonald said the list was carefully 
reviewed to include only pesticides that 
involved safety concerns.

The Aviation Innovation Specialists

P&W
Turbo Cat
Package

Single Point Fueling
Cool Start System
Metering Systems
P&W & GE Conversion
  packages
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Disney’s PLANES Sequel  
Slated for Summer 2014

The highly anticipated theatrical movie, 
Disney’s PLANES hit theatres on August 
9, 2013! The animated comedy adventure, 
starring Dusty Crophopper and a parade 
of aviation characters opened across North 
America this past summer. Walt Disney 
Studios has thrown its considerable marketing 
muscles into Planes and is clearly bullish on 
the franchise. If you missed it, in the closing 
credits for Planes, Disney reveals that Dusty 
and his friends will be returning to the Big 
Screen next summer in Planes: Fire & Rescue.

Kristin Edwards, Air Tractor, who attended 
the August 2 screening of Planes at EAA 
AirVenture 2013, said there’s a lot to like about 
Dusty and the way he represents agricultural 
aviation in the film. “Even though the ‘crop 
dusting’ element was part of the background 
story, the character of Dusty is a positive role 
model for kids to teach them perseverance, 
working toward a goal, overcoming fears and 
being a good friend,” Edwards wrote in an 
email to NAAA. 

NAAA Executive Director Andrew 
Moore saw Planes in 3D on Wednesday and 
was amazed by the quality of the aviation 
scenes and the way the animation stood 
out in 3D. “The Disney imaginers did their 
research creating Planes,” he said. “Aviation 
enthusiasts, especially ag aviation enthusiasts, 
will be impressed by the proper use of aviation 
techniques and jargon used in the film. From 
an effects standpoint, watching it in 3D took 

me into the cockpit of an air racing aircraft 
during a competition. I felt I was actually 
experiencing Dusty Crophopper’s barrel rolls 
and knife-edges.” 

 Disney’s Planes has already been a 
revelation for the aerial application industry 
and most of America hasn’t even seen it yet. 
Let’s hope the coattails effect and positive 
vibes continue after audiences meet Dusty 
and the characters of Planes. Edwards, for one, 
thinks they will. “I think this positive image 
association will help create more goodwill 
towards our industry,” she said. “It will 
definitely raise the status of ag pilots among 
children when they say, ‘I’m an ag-pilot—a 
crop duster—just like Dusty!’ ”

 “I remain deeply struck by how great this 
film is for our industry,” Moore added. “I grew 
up loving Disney just like many a child across 
continents and generations. The company that 
brought to life the cultural icons of Pinocchio, 
Bambi and Lighting McQueen now has added 
a principled, hard-working and kind crop 
duster to its inventory of beloved animated 
characters. It’s a great boost for the agricultural 
aviation industry.”

CAAA Awards 
Nominations
It’s that time of year again 

where the CAAA look to our 
members to nominate their friends 
and colleagues for six prestigious 
awards. We are currently taking 
nominations for all six categories. 
The deadline for nominations is 
December 31, 2013. The awards 
will be awarded at the CAAA 
convention in February.

The following six nomination 
categories are:

• “Award of Excellence”

• “Wings of Agriculture 
Award”

• “The Ace Award”

• “The Jumpseat Award”

• “The M.V.P Award”

• “The CAAA Pilot of the  
Year Award”

Application forms are available 
on the CAAA website www.
canadianaerialapplicators.com.  
Contact the CAAA Office for 
any additional information 
or questions you might have 
regarding the awards. 

CAIR Fall 
Board 

Meeting 
The CAIR Board will 

be meeting October 21st in 
Winnipeg, MB, to review the 
2013 season.  If you have any 

issues you wish discussed at the 
board meeting please contact Bob 
Morse at (204) 223-7660 or Jill 

Lane at jill@managewise.ca

.
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CELEBRATING 28 YEARS! 

CAAA 2014 Conference, Annual  
General Meeting and Trade Show

February 20-22, 2014
the Delta regina  
1919 saskatchewan Drive  
regina, saskatchewan  s4P 4H2
Phone: 1 (306) 525-5255 

The Canadian Aerial Applicators 
Association is proud to announce the 28th 
Conference, Annual General Meeting & 
Trade Show. 

Registration, sponsorship, and 
exhibi tor  registrat ion forms are 
available for download at http://www.
canadianaerialapplicators.com/.  Special 
room rates starting at $159.00 have been 
negotiated with The Delta Regina. You can 
book your room online for the Conference 
by visiting https://www.deltahotels.
com/Groups/Delta-Regina-Groups/
Canadian-Aerial-Applicators-Association 
or by calling 1-800-209-3555. Be sure 
to mention you are a Canadian Aerial 
Applicators Association delegate.

If you have any questions regarding the 
AGM or any other conference information 
please contact Shauna or Tamara at 
780-413-0078 or via email at events@
canadianaerialapplicators.com.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 2014

9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. New Pilots Session
12:00 p.m. – 1:30 p.m. Opening Luncheon

Opening Speaker (12:30 – 1:30 p.m.) 
1:45 p.m. – 3:45p.m. CAIR Safety Seminar (2)
3:45 p.m. – 5:45 p.m. Exhibits Open 
6:00 p.m. – 10:30 p.m. Icebreaker & Entertainment
11:00 p.m. – 1:00 a.m. Hospitality Suite 

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2014

8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. CAAA AGM with Breakfast 
10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Exhibits Open 
12:00 p.m. – 1:45 p.m. Awards Luncheon 
2:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. Spouse Program
4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. Credit Session 
6:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Hosted Reception 
7:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m. Dinner & Auction 
11:00 p.m. – 1:00 a.m Hospitality Suite 

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2014 

8:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m. CAIR AGM with Breakfast
10:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.. Credit Session

Tentative Schedule

2014 Ice Breaker
This year’s Ice Breaker will be off property at Evraz Place. Make 

sure you wear your best Canadian apparel for the festivities! This 
year’s events will primarily focus around the Olympics, as they 
will be taking place in Russia this February, so come out and cheer 
on Team Canada with us and all of your aerial applicator friends! 

Spouse Program
Attention all spouses! Please see enclosed ballot to vote on your 
preference for this year’s spouse program. Results from the vote 
will be published in the January issue of New Horizons and the 

2014 spouse program will be planned accordingly



QUEEN BEE AIR SPECIALTIES
136 N. Yellowstone Hwy.
Rigby, ID 83442
Phone: 208-745-7654
Fax: 208-745-6672
Parts: 800-736-7654
Email: chipkemper@aol.com
Web: www.queenbeeair.com

AUTHORIZED DEALER

seriously productive
With a wingman, or solo. Spraying 800 gallons, or 400.  
Any way you choose to work with an Air Tractor, it’s all  
business and a productive day “at the office.” Load it on.

AIR TRACTOR, INC.   |   OLNEY, TEXAS 76374   |   940-564-5616   |   AIRTRACTOR.COM
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Cascade Aircraft Conversions Recognizes Yorkton 
Aircraft as a Dealer

Yorkton, saskatchewan,  
september 2013

Cascade Aircraft Conversions is 
pleased to announce the appointment 
of Yorkton Aircraft Service of Yorkton, 
Saskatchewan, Canada as a Dealer of 
their Conversion and Pressure Cowl 
product lines. 

“The Air Tractor and Thursh 
conversions we did this year went very 
smoothly,” comments Yorkton Aircraft 
President Allan Denesowych, “and most 
importantly the operators are extremely 
happy with the end product. We see this 
product line as an excellent option or the 

Canadian Ag Air market. Cascade is a 
customer focused company that believes 
in delivering quality. We believe in being 
able to support what we offer, so we are 
very excited about this opportunity.”

Cascade Aircraft Conversions is a 
family owned and operated FAA Parts 
Manufacturing Authority, engineering 
development and aircraft rebuild facility 
located for over 40 years in the heart 
of the Pacific Northwest agricultural 
community of Garfield, Washington. 
As a GE Aviation Authorized Service 
Centre, Cascade offers a complete 
firewall forward GE/Walter M601E-11 
751HP Turbine engine conversion kits 

are STC’d for Canada. In addition to 
the engine conversions Cascade offers 
the Cascade Pressure Cowl for the 
PT6 powered Air Tractors and Thursh 
aircraft. Canadian validation of this STC 
is underway. 

Yorkton Aircraft Service Ltd. has 
served the Canadian Ag market with 
maintenance, parts and GPS expertise for 
over 24 years. Located in the province of 
Saskatchewan, this company continually 
works to bring Canadian operators strong 
options for their operation so they can 
stay in the air. 

Aerial Application Spray Volume 
Dennis r. Gardisser, Ph.D., P.e., wrK of Arkansas LLC, 
August 2013

The best spray volume for optimum performance is a topic 
where everyone has their own opinion of what is best. I have 
done research tests and field evaluations for over thirty five 
years and will try to log in with my opinion based on that vast 
experience data base.

Most spray applications are done with water as the primary 
diluent or liquid carrier. Water is just the carrier and on most 
cases does not contribute to the efficacy of a material. As the 
total carrier volume goes up the concentration of the mix goes 
down. Many chemicals have an increased efficacy with higher 
concentrations. Glyphosate is a good example of a product 
that works better at higher concentrations. The key is to have 
enough diluent to distribute the material evenly and provide 
adequate coverage.

The efficacy of all applications is much more sensitive to 
droplet spectrum than total spray volume. One may expect very 
poor efficacy if the droplet spectrum is too small or too large 
regardless of the total volume utilized. Side by side research 
tests have shown that droplet size is extremely important. WRK 
has conducted a number of research trials with spray volumes 
ranging from 2 to 44 gallons per acre. The optimum spray 
volume for best efficacy on potatoes has been in the range of 
3 to 7 GPA with very little difference in this range. Most of the 
applications in the US now utilize 5 GPA with excellent results. 
Fungicide application trials with 1 to 5 GPA on corn fungicides 
indicate the highest efficacy at 2 GPA. Efficacies at 1 and 5 GPA 
were both reasonable, but why carry the extra water if 2 GPA is 
best? Research trials on soybeans indicate an optimum volume 
of 3 GPA. All applications are enhanced with air movement with 

the poorest depositions on canopy structures occurring under 
calm wind conditions.

If clientele demand a specific volume for applications it 
may be difficult or impossible for applicators to achieve the 
optimum droplet spectrum or application uniformity. The knee 
jerk reaction a lot of times is to recommend an increase in the 
application volume when there seems to be less than an optimum 
performance. Research does not support this decision in many 
cases. I find that application uniformity and less than optimum 
droplet spectrums contribute more to poor performance than the 
total applied volume.

There are also opinions regarding the delivery platform 
type and application volumes from each. Why can an aircraft 
provide excellent performance at 3 GPA when 10 GPA is 
needed by ground applications? Research indicates that there 
is no difference in performance based on delivery platform 
as long as they both achieve the same droplet spectrum and 
application uniformity.



The new Thrush 510G now available in both single and dual cockpit 
versions. Powered by the revolutionary GE H80 turbine engine, the 510G is 
quickly becoming the talk of the fields thanks to its higher cruise speeds, 
enhanced hot and high performance and increased fuel efficiency. Not to 
mention it requires no hot section inspections and boasts a TBO of 3,600 
hours. Like every Thrush, the 510G is built to work as hard as you do – and 
to deliver the superior productivity, security and value you’ve come to 
expect from the most innovative aircraft manufacturer in the business.  

Come meet the single and dual cockpit 510G – the newest airplanes  
in ag aviation. Visit us online, or call Eric Rojek at 229.789.0437.

Where innovation is nothing new.

www.thrushaircraft.com

Meet the New  
Kids On the Crop.

Thrush_Ad_CAAA_0913.indd   1 9/3/13   4:40 PM
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diamond
interAg

platinum
BASF

pratt & whitney Canada inc.

Bronze
4-Av-Fuels 

AAAA 
Aerial Spray & Charter Ltd.  
Aero - recip (Canada) Ltd. 

Ag Air Update 
Ag-nav 

Agresource 
AgriSmart information Systems 
Alpine - the Starter Fertilizer 

Company 
Arysta LifeScience Canada

B.L. Aviation 
Battlefords Airspray 
Brandon Flying Club 

C.p. products 
Can pro gator Centre 

Canadian propeller Ltd. 
Cascade Aircraft Conversions  

Central Flordia Ag Aero 
Cheminova Canada inc.  

delude taylor inc. 
diamond doors 
dupont Canada

Bronze
edwards LLC 

executive Flight Centre
Farm Credit Canada 

Flight Fuels, inc. 
Forest protection Limited 

ge Aviation 
giS4Ag.com 

grondair 
hemisphere gpS 

hope Aero propeller & 
Components 

Jim Jeffries Aviation 
Lancaster Aviation Fuels 

Lane Aviation 
MAAA 

Managewise, inc. 
MiCCAr Aerial Ltd. 

Micronair Sales & Service inc. 
Mid-Continent Aircraft 

Corporation 
Monsanto Canada, inc. 

Murray’s Aircraft 
neXUS Ag

Bronze
Oldfield Kirby Esau Inc. 

omex Agriculture 
pest Managewment regulatory 

Agency
petroValue Canada 

polywest 
portage Aircraft Maintenance 

propworks propeller Systems inc. 
provincal Airways 

Queen Bee Air Specialties inc.  
SAAA 

Simplex Aerospace 
SopFiM 

tracMap Aviation Ltd. 
tulsa Aircraft engines inc. 
turbine Conversions Ltd. 

Univar Canada Ltd. 
Valent BioScience Canada, Ltd. 

Vector Aerospace 
wetaskiwin Aerial Applicators 

Ltd.

gold
Covington Aircraft 

thursh Aircraft Corporation 
Air tractor, inc.  

Syngenta Canada inc.

Silver
dow AgroSciences Canada inc. 

United Agri products Canada inc. 
Yorkton Aircraft Service Ltd.

Special thank You  
to our 2013 Sponsors



Classified ads
AIRCRAFT

FOR SALE:   1989 Air Tractor AT401, 4526 
TTSN, 802 TSOH, 1330 TSPOH, Satloc M3 
with Flow Control, VG’s, Air Conditioning, CP 
Nozzles.  Call Jon at 204-763-8998

PARTS, EqUIPMENT AND SERVICES

Assorted Thrush parts, tail rudder, assorted 
Air Tractor 401 parts; firewall forward parts, 
etc. Contact Ken Kane at (204) 867-3147 or 
email at kenkane@inetbiz.ca 

We have converted our AT401B’s  to Walter 
Turbine engines and therefore have for sale 
the following parts: Propellers- 2 and 3 blade 
Hydromatic, exhaust parts, Firewall forward 
parts, and some instruments.  Please contact 
Ken Kane at 204-867-3147 or e-mail at 
kenkane@inetbiz.ca.

Ag aircraft parts, services all lines for 56 
years. Mid-Continent Aircraft Corp. Hayti, 
MO63851. 1-800-325-0885.

Parts for Sale: Assortment of parts for S2R 
Thrush, Transland spreader new, stainless 
steel spray valve, CP check values, plus 
numerous other parts. Call Joe at 306-738-
2024, email: javandebv@hotmail.com

AG-NAV 2, still the Ultimate GPS.  Even 
though the price has been consistently 
dropping, with new software upgrades (at 
no charge to current owners!) the amazing 
agricultural capabilities of this compact GPS 
continue to expand.  With Fire Nav, you 
can now have real time moving map fire 
fighting data, including bird dogs, air tankers 

and drop locations!  AG-NAV’s customer 
support is still unbeatable.  Call Lloyd at West 
Central Air at 306-882-3830, or AG NAV at 
1-888-66-AGNAV.

Ag operators - got a hangar full of used parts? 
List and sell them at cropdusterparts.com. 
Then find bargains on the equipment you 
actually need. Over 60 new listings are now 
live at cropdusterparts.com!

FOR SALE

2 - P 2 0 2  P i c o d a s  P i l o t  I n d i c a t o r s 
2 -P202B  P i codas  P i lo t  I nd i c a tor s 
2-Novatel Smart Antenna, 1 rev. 6.03, 1 rev. 4.00 
2-Wingman 4-Wingman GX screen 
4-Wingman Control 1-Wingman Module 
C o n t a c t  T i m  S c o t t  @  t s c o t t @
forestprotect ionl imited.com or cal l  
506-446-6930 ext. 224

Cessna A188B AgTruck For Sale - Selling well 
equipped 1978 Cessna A188B AgTruck 3932 
hrs TTAF. IO520D Teledyne Continental 1324 
hrs TTSN, 676 hrs STOH. Hartzell 3 blade 
prop 530 hrs SOH in Dec. 2009. SATLOC 
Bantam GPS new in 2011. Crophawk 7 
flowmeter, VHF radio, Garmin 100 GPS and 
many extras. Call Dan with inquiries 306-625-
3922 or cell 306-625-7505.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

PPilot Wanted for 2013 Season.  Must have a 
clean flight record.  Must have experience in 
flying an AT502B for ag and an AT802F for fire 
fighting.  Also, must possess a valid commercial 
helicopter license and be experienced in 

aerial spraying with a helicopter.  Must have 
some experience in a Robinson R44 Raven II.  
Pilot will be responsible for operating these 
aircraft for aerial application and/or aerial 
wildfire suppression based from Brandon, 
Manitoba.  Beginning wages are $62.50 per 
hour.  All applicants must contact Jon Bagley, 
Westman Aerial Spray (1994) Ltd. at 204-763-
8998 or jon@westmanaerial.com.

Commercial Ag Pilot starting 2013 season 
& fwd. Must have turbine Ag experience for 
AT502B. Must be insurable with clean record. 
Based out of Esterhazy, SK – Kevin


